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1. INTRODUCTION 
By a wreathed 2-group, we mean a group S which is a wreath product of a 
cyclic group of order 2”” > 2 with a group of order 2. These groups S occur 
as Sylow 2-subgroups in the projective groups L,(q) for 4 = 1 (mod 4) and 
in the unitary groups U.&) for y ::- - 1 (mod 4). For this reason, an 
investigation of the finite groups G with the Sylow 2-subgroups S deserves 
interest. L%ctually, such an investigation has been begun in [I]. As was pointed 
out there, it is necessary for the completion of this work to develop the 
character theory for the groups G in the same direction as this has been done 
for groups G with quasidihedral Sylow 2-subgroup in [3(H)] and [I]. Our 
present note is preliminary to such a character theory. Our results are more 
or less contained in those of Chapter II of [I]. The proofs are different, and 
we hope that they deserve independent interest. 
In Section II of this note, we consider a finite group G with a wreathed 
Sylow 2-subgroup S and we study the fusion in S. The results had already 
been stated without proofs in [2]; proofs due to Alperin and Gorenstein 
arc also given in [I]. In Section III, the cases are studied further in which G 
has a normal subgroup of index 2. 
* ‘I’he work of the first author has been supported by the NSF Grant GP-9152 and 
that of the second author by the NSF Grant GP- 11342. 
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On the basis of these results the character theory of G will be developed 
in [.5]. This will be used in a continuation of [1], where the classification of 
the simple finite groups with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups will be completed. 
The notation is standard. We use N and C without subscripts to denote 
the normalizer and centralizer, respectively, in G. 
II. hJSION IN G 
In the following, G will always denote a finite group whose Sy-low 2- 
subgroup S is a wreath product of a cyclic group of order 2”( 2 with a 
group of order 2. Then 5’ contains elements (r of order 2”’ and T of order 2 
such that S,, =: (n, ~-lur> is Abclian of type (2’1!, 2’1’) and then S ;S,, , TA. 
\&Te have ( S , _ 22~1+1. 
The Frattini subgroup F of S,, consists of the squares of the elements of 
S,r and hence SO/F is elementary Abelian of order 4. If we let N(S,,) act on S,,iF 
by conjugation, we obtain a homomorphism e, of :V(S,) on a subgroup of 
the group G1,(2, 2) of order 6. The kernel K of p contains C(S,) and hence 
S, . Since S, has index 2 in the Sy-low 2-subgroup S of G, the index 
/ N(S,,) : C(S,J contains the prime 2 at most to the first po\ver. \Ye have 
r E IV(S,J. If we had ~(7) 1, then 7 GUT =~: a~ with p E F and S,, ‘u, ,A:,. 
However, then by the basic property of Frattini groups, S,, ~: .rr which is 
absurd. Thus, T(T) has order 2 and i ;Y(S,,) : K I is even and K : C(S,,)~ 
odd. Another basic property of Frattini groups implies that all elements of 
odd order of K lie in C(S,,). Hence K ~~~ C(S,,). The following result is now 
obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2A. II-e have two cases: 
Case I. ~ N(S,) : C(S,)i = 6. (‘asc II. i iV(S,) : C(S,) 2. 
In Case I, q is a homomorphism of LV(S,,) onto GL(2, 2). Let 7 be an 
element of N(S,) for which y(v) has order 3. Since ~(7) had order 2 and 
since K ~ C(S,), we find N(S,) = ~C(S,,), T, 7;) and 
7j- 1, T--+ I- 7~ l (mod C(S’,)). (2.1) 
Set 01 == o l~~lu~l~. Then 01 E S, , 01 has order 2”’ and a: is centralized by T. 
If we set crl = 7--&q, gZ = 77 m1u17, we have that, under conjugation, 
In particular, 17 centralizes cfu1u6 . Let u,, be an element of order 21’~ in S,, 
for which OLU~U~ E (u,,>. If 47) E GL(2, 2) left a$~ &r/F invariant, ~(7) 
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would have a characteristic root 1 and then two characteristic roots 1. Since 
~(7) had odd order, then ~(7) would be the identity and not of order 3, a 
contradiction. Thus q,F and ~-la,,+ generate S,,/F. It follows that S,, = 
(uO , y-luuq F) and this implies S,, = (q, , ~-la,,~). Since cy~r~a E (Q} n 
‘17 -%,~), we have o~~i(r~ == 1. Thus, 
7: u1 ---f u2 --f 01 = u;lu;” - u1 . (2.2) 
Moreover, we see that we may choose uO = ur above and we obtain 
S” - (cJ1 > 02). 
Since 7 L ~77 (mod C(S,,)) by (2.1) and since 7 centralizes 01, it follows 
from (2.2) that 
UZT 
= u”7n = aT71 _ c1” = 
2 
u 
1' 
As 7 has order 2, this implies 
7 : u1 --t u2 + u1 . 
We have now shown 
(2.3) 
PROPOSITION 2Br. In Case I, we can find two generators u1 , g2 of SO 
and an element 7 of N(S,) such that (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) hold. We have N(S,,) = 
<whh rl? 7). 
In Case II, we take ur = u, us = ~$7. The following result, the analogue 
of (2B,), is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2B,, . In Case II, we can find generators u1 , u2 of S,, for 
which (2.3) holds. We have N(S,,) = (C(S,), T). 
It is clear that, in both cases, S can be defined as the group generated by 
the elements ur , us , 7 with the defining relations 
u2m _ u2m = $ = , 
1 2 > u1u2 = u2u1 ) 7-lu17 = u2 . (2.4) 
We set 
(y = +u,1, p = +T2, (I = q-l, 5, = q-l, ( z g-1 = ,f,,$, 
1 (2.5) 
(with 01 already appearing in (2.2)). We prove some simple lemmas concerning 
s. 
LEMMA 1. We have 
-w) = <a>, s’ = @), <a> n 09 = (0. 
This is immediate from (2.4) and (2.5). 
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LEMMA 2. The group S,, is the on!zl Abelian subgroup qf index 2 qf S. 
Indeed, if S, ;c S,, was also an Abelian subgroup of order 2%“’ of S, then 
S, n S, would have order 2 z”i ’ and would be centralized by < S,, , S, S. 
Hence S,, n S, ‘X Z(S). This is impossible since Lemma I shows that 
1 Z(S) 21,‘. 
LEMUA 4. If p E LS - A$, , then IL is conjugate in S to elements ul’% with 
integral a. If p has ordeer at most 2”‘, then p is also conjugate in S to elements 
0l~5 witA integral 17. 
Indeed, if we take f* == u~%~~T, v-c obtain the first statement by taking 
c :: -,& in (2.6). If f~ has order at most 2”‘, then 12 + /z is even and we can 
set h - ?z =- 2c with integral c. Then (2.6) yields 
and this yields the last part. 
We next mention 
LEMMA 5. The automorphism .yonp aut S of S is a 2-group. 
Proof. As shown by Lemmas 1 and 2, the series 
~l\c(c!d>c(cx,/3)c&cs 
consists of characteristic subgroups of S; the factor groups are cyclic. Since 
the automorphism group of a cyclic 2-group is a 2-group, every auto- 
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mar-phism 0 of odd order stabilizes this series. It then follows successively 
that B fixes the successive members of this series. Hence H 1, as we had 
to ShOM’. 
PROPOSITION 2c. we ha?.%? ,v(s) = SC(s). 
Indeed N(S)jSC(S) has odd order. If K e ;Y(S) has odd order, then, by 
Lemma 5, K induces the identical automorphism of S. Hence K E C(S). 
It follows that X(S) -:- SC(S). 
If X is an element of G, we denote by T,, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(h) with 
T,, 2 C,(X). We study the fusion of elements of S in G. 
PROPOSITIOX 2D. If tzo elements A, p of SO aye conjugate in G, the-y aye 
conjugate in X(S,). 
Proof, Suppose we have ,U = x‘i with y E G. Then C(p) = C(X)s. Since 
7: and T,,Y are Sylow 2-subgroups of C(p), it follow from Sylow’s theorem 
that WC: may assume without restriction that 7; = 7:,y. Since A, p E S,, , 
we have C,“(X) = CsO(p) r S, and hence 71 Z S, , T,, 2 S, . 
If 7; = S,, and, necessarily, TU = S, , y E N(&), and the statement holds. 
If T,, 1 S, , then T,, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then Lemma 2 shows that 
S,, is the unique Abelian subgroup of order 24fJ1 of T,, . Likewise, S, is the 
unique Abelian subgroup of order 2”‘” of T, =- 72. It follows that S, = S’rJv, 
i.e., that y E N(S,). Again, the statement holds. 
COROLLARY 2D*. If dL fey some degral h is con&gate in G to an element 
p i; S, , then in Case I, p is one of the elements a?‘, uli’, usiL while in Case Il, 
p ~ cd’. 
Indeed, by Proposition (2D), p = (01”)’ with y E A~(&,). In Case I, by 
Proposition (2B,), IL’(&) = (C(S,), 7,~). Here, C(S,,) and T centralize a: 
while 17 satisfies (2.2). This yields the statement. In Case II, N(S,) = 
CC(S”), T> and we obtain p =: a”. 
PROPOSITION 2E. If h, p E S - S,, aye conjugate in G, they are conjugate 
in S. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, we may assume that 
h = u fir 1 , p = u1A’7 
with integral lz and ,‘2. \Ve may take 0 :< h, k < 2”‘. If p := Xy with y E G, 
we have p2 = (p)~, i.e., a- Jc zz (~l+)y, (cf. Lemma 3). It now follows from 
Corollary (2D*) that 01~. = n?, i.e., 12 = k, X = CL. 
Again, we distinguish two cases: 
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Case (a). The element 7 is conjugate in G to an clement of S, . 
Case (b). The element T is not conjugate in G to an element of S,, . 
PROPOSITION 2F,. In Case (a), 7 is conjugate to t1 in C’(a) and hence (~‘5 
is conjugate to aht, . 
Proqf. Suppose first that 7 is conjugate in G to 6, say, [ :== ~3’ with y E G. 
As in the proof of (2D), we may assume that T, m= 7:~. Here, Te - S, 
T, ? ::T, a> so that (7, e)y C S. Note that 5’ ;‘: ~1’ m= [. If ay E S - S, , b! 
Lemma 3, (a~)~ E <a> and this would imply p E (oL\, and hence &J =- 5, 
which is false. Thus, oiy t S, and, then, e E S,, . Necessarily, @ = t1 or ta 
and this implies that we have Case I. Since we may replace y by ~7, we may 
assume that p --: 6, and, then, for 5 -= yq, we have 
Ti _ (77 _ t1 , (5 z &” _ 6, cs t S” . 
By Corollary (2D*), oli z:m ci (as 1; centralizes 5) and T and [r are conjugate 
in C(a). 
Suppose next that r is conjugate in G to an element h of S, , but not to [. 
Then X = [r or 5, and as E, = [r’, we may assume that h = t1 , say, 
TY = 5, with y E G. Since [ and [, are not conjugate, we have Case II. Also, 
S, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C([,) and hence TE, =.: SO . ‘4s before, u-e may 
assume that T,Y = Tc, and hence 
(a, TjY c s, . 
Since we have Case II, by Corollary (2D*) a~ = a and r and t1 are conjugate 
in C(a) as we wished to show. 
PROPOSITION 2Fr,. In Case (b), no element of S - S, is conjugate in G 
to an element of SO . 
Proof, Suppose to the contrary that we have p = Xy with p E S, , 
XES-sSo,y E G. Then p and X have order at most 2”. By Lemma 4, we may 
assume X = ah7 with integral Iz. Since we have Case (b), o? f 1, and hence 
5 E (ah) C (A). Also 
so that X is conjugate to a power of X different from X. By Corollary (2D*), 
no element ak of Z(S) is conjugate to a power of & different from &. Hence 
neither h nor p can lie in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Thus, 
T,, = SO . Again, we may assume that TAy == T, = S,, _ Since 7 centralizes 
h, we have TY E SO which is impossible in Case (b). 
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We now combine the Cases I, II of Proposition (2A) with the cases (a), (b) 
above to obtain four cases, i.e., Cases Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb. In each case, our results 
determine completely the fusion of the elements of S in G. The focal subgroup 
S* of S in G is defined as the subgroup of S generated by the quotients 
klp of elements h, p of S which are conjugate in G. For two such X, CL, we 
call X -$L the contribution of the pair (X, y) to S*. Clearly, S* contains 
S’ -= < p; . 
PROPOSITION 2G. The focal subgroup S* is given by 
Case Ia : S* = S; Case Ih : S* = S . 07 
Case IIa : S* = (p, TEE>; Case IIb : S* = (p). 
Proof. We consider pairs (h, p) of elements /\, TV of S which are conjugate 
in G. 
(1) If h, p E So , the contribution klp lies in So . Actually, in Case I, 
it follows from (2.3) that ollaz and 02% = ~;‘a;’ are such contributions. 
This shows that the contributions of such pairs generate So . In Case II, it 
follows from Propositions (2D) and (2B) that X, p are conjugate in S so that 
the contribution lies in S’ = (/3). 
(2) If h, p E S - So , Proposition (2E) shows that X--$ E (p>. 
(3) Assume, then, that h E S - So and TV E So . As shown by Proposition 
(2Fb), this is only possible in Case (a). Here, h is conjugate in S to /\I = ah7 
for some integral h. By (2F,), h and p are conjugate to p1 = ahE . Now 
Note that pp1p1 and X-9, are contributions to S* as discussed in (I), (2). 
Observe that ~-lf, = Q-E, . In Case Ia, S* 3 (So, T[,) = S, i.e., S* := S. 
Also, in the three other cases, the statement (2G) is immediate. 
The focal theorem1 (cf. for instance [7]) asserts that G has a normal 
subgroup Go with the Sylow 2-subgroup S* such that G/G, N S/S* and 
that Go is contained in each normal subgroup G, of G for which G/G, is an 
Abelian 2-group. In the Case IIb, S* = (/3) is cyclic. Thus, Go has a normal 
2-complement in this case and so has G. We could also conclude this from a 
theorem of Tate [IO]. Note that (p, T[,) has order 2m+l. 
COROLLARY 2G*. The group G does not have a normal subgroup of index 2, 
if and only if we have Case Ia. In Case IIb, G has a normal 2-complement. 
1 While this result does not appear explicitly in Schur [9], it can be obtained by the 
methods of his paper. 
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\Ve conclude this section by constructing a system of reprcsentativcs for 
the conjugacy classes K of G which meet S. For the classes which meet S,, . 
this can be done easily on account of (2D) and (2B). It will not be nccessar\ 
to describe the results. \\‘e shall assume then that K meets S - S,, , but not 
s,, . 
\\:e set 
It follo\ls from Lemma 3 that pi ~~ A, that p has order 2”‘11 and that 
C.s(P) :p>. By (2.6) with c = 2jt’m ‘, we have 
Conversely, if p’ == p ” for some integral lr and y E S, then fly J! and 
hence iy =~ c?, i.e., 17 1 (mod 2”‘). Thus, p” m- p or pi .‘““. It follows that 
A-s((p;>) +I, tl: 
1Ye now see that there exist exactly 2’1’ r conjugacy classes of S containing 
elements pli with odd h. Each of these classes contains 2” elements. Thus, 
these classes together account for 2”tPi~ l elements. Since Lemma 3 implies 
that this is the number of elements of order 2” 1’ in S, each such element 
lies in one of these classes. It is clear that 
p, pz,..., p “-2” (2.9) 
form a system of representatives for these classes. 
By (2E), no two different ones of these elements are conjugate in G and WC 
obtain 
PROPOSITION 2H. There exist exactly 2”’ 1 conjugacy classes of G consisting 
of elements of order 2” 1 1 and these are represented by the elements (2.9). 
1Ve conclude our discussion by proving 
PROPOSITIOK 21. In the Cases (a), each conjugacy class K of G which 
meets S - S, but not S, consists of elements of order 2+l. In the Cases (b) zce 
have 2”‘-J further classes K consisting of elements of order less than 2)ri+1 and 
meeting S - S,, , but not S’, . They are represented by 
.,,,A 1 
7, DI’T,..., Lx- IT. (2.10) 
Proof. Suppose that a conjugacy class K of G contains an element p of 
S - S, of order less than 2 nj+l By Lemma 4, we may assume p OUST with .
integral 12. Since ET1&r mm oll’[;‘;[, &, we may assume 0 -5 12 < 2’+ ‘. 
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In the Cases (a), (2F,) shows that p is conjugate to elements of S,, so that 
K meets S, . 
Suppose then that we have a case (b). On account of (2F,), K does not 
meet S,, . As shown, K contains elements (2.10). Suppose K contains two 
such elements 01% and 01%. By (2E), there csist y E S with 01~7 =~- (a%)?‘. 
On squaring this equation, we have 01~‘~ ~z(01~‘~)’ and hence 9 -mm @, i.c., 
2k ~~ 2h (mod 2”‘). Since 0 :.I h, k < 2+1, then C@T mm ~~7. Thus, K 
contains 3 unique clement (2.10). 
III. GROUPS G WITH A NORMAL SUBGROUP OF INDEX 2 
\\:e have seen in (2G”) that a group G with the Sylow ?-subgroup S of the 
type in question has a normal subgroup of index 2, if and only if we have one 
of the C’ases Ib, Ha, IIb. \Ve study these cases further. We have already seen 
that in the Case Ilb, G has a normal 2-complement. In particular, if the 
2-regular core O,(G) is 1, then G ‘v S. 
In the Case Ib, by (2G), G has a normal subgroup G,, of index 2 with the 
Sylow 2-subgroup S,, . Now [3(111)] can be applied. Since there exists an 
element 7 satisfving (2.2), we see that G has a chief series 
1 C O,(G) C G, C G, C G 
with G,/O,(G) ‘v S, , j GU : G, 1 = 3, 1 G : G,, 1 = 2. We show that 
G/O,(G) is determined uniquely up to isomorphism. It suffices to assume 
that O,,(G) :- 1. Thus G, = S,) , G/S,, is isomorphic to the symmetric 
group on 3 letters and, clearly, C(S,) = S,, . 
LYc now use (2.1) and (2.2). It f o 11 ows easily that C,(7) = I. As + E C,?(q), 
7” -: 1. Also, there exist 2e’ri+m1 distinct elements h l$ with h E S. Since 
X-l+ lies in So(~) - S, which consists of 2”“’ I1 elements including y-l, 
there exist X E S with h-l$ = 7-l. Necessarily, X E S - S, . As x” E Cs(q), 
X’! =m I. By Lemma 3, /\ has the form ~~~~a;‘% -mm pm’+ and a;“Xalll = 7. 
If we replace 71 by o$$crl”, we have T-ITT = 7-l. Since (2.2) still holds, this 
vields. 
PROPOSITION 3A. In Case Z(b), G/O,(G) is the semidiyect product of So 
with the symmetric group (7, T> on three letters, with the action of 7 and T on 
S, given by (2.2) and (2.3). In particular, G is solvable. 
\Ve next study Case II(a). Here, the normal subgroup G,, of G in the focal 
theorem has the Sylow 2-subgroup Q L= (Ip, Q-E,>. Since 
(dl)Y P(4) = P-l, (T&)” = [J2 = $$ = pm+, (3.1) 
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Q is a (generalized) quaternion group of order 2”‘+l ;: 8. Furthermore, G/G,, 
is a 2-group and as (Q, (T J == S, we have G :_ G&a,). Thus, G/G, is cyclic 
of order 2’“. It follows from [3(H)] that G,/O,(G,) has the center 
([O,(G,))/O,(G,,). Since O,(G,) is characteristic in G, , it is normal in G. 
Hence O,(G,) L O,(G). -4s O,,(G) C,: G,, , so O,(G,) =- O,(G). Set 
G, = = ,<t)O,,(G). The Sylow 2-subgroups of G,/G, are isomorphic to Q/(0. 
We set K :: O,,(G), and have 
PROPOSITION 3B. In Case II(a), we haze the normal subgroups of G 
Here G/G, is cyclic of order 2111, the Sylow 2-subgroups of GO/G, are dihedral 
of order 21” for m > 2 and elementary Abelian of order 4 for rn = 2, 
; G, : KT 1 -:= 2, and 1 K i is odd. 
It is seen easily that G,/G, is core free and hence the dihedral theorem of 
Gorenstein and Walter [S] yields precise information about the possible 
structure of the group G,/G, (cf. [l]). We shall not pursue this here. 
Since 1 G,/K 1 = 2, Gi/K = (E, K)/K lies in the center of G/K. Hence, 
for y E G, we have ymlty = [X with h E K. Here, [A has order 2 and this 
implies h’ = X l. As K has odd order, the element K I= Xi:* is defined 
uniquely as a power of h, K 2 = X. Then E also inverts K and we have 
K--l,!cK = &:! 7. (A == y-l& 
It follows that yK--l E c(t). Hence we have 
PROPOSITION 3C. In Case II(a), we hare 
G 1 C(f)K. (3.2) 
Suppose that, in the preceding proof of (3C), y is an element of C([,). 
Since [ E C(t,), the element X and then K belongs to C([& and hence to 
C,([r). If we set D = <[, [J, we find here y~-l E C(D) and hence 
C(h) = C(D) Cd3 (3.3) 
Since D is elementary Abelian of order 4, we have (cf. [3(H)]) 
I K I I C,(D)12 == I C&)1 . ; C&,)1 . j C&%)1. (3.4) 
AS 7 maps C&,) - C,&$J, here I C&,)1 = I C&U. BY (3.2) and (3.4) 
cdl C(c91 = I K Iii C&)1 = I C&W/l Cx(D)l”. 
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On the other hand, (3.3) shows that 
We now have 
PROPOSITION 3D. 
g = I C(t)1 i C(tdl”/l WV”. (3.5) 
Remark. The formula (3.5) can also be obtained from a formula of John G. 
Thompson for the order of groups with two conjugate classes of involutions. 
We could have used Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem [6] in order to obtain 
(3C). Actually, this yields a better result. 
PROPOSITION 3E. If h is an integer, then in Case II(a), 
G = C(d‘)K. (3.6) 
Indeed, by (2D*), ah is not conjugate to an element p # OllL of S. 
Glauberman’s Theorem shows that olhK belongs to the center of G = G/K. 
Thus Ce(ah) == G/K. On the other hand, Cc(&K) = C(d) K/K, e.g., by 
[4]. Now (3.6) is immediate. 
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